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SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENT UPDATE 

The UK government issued its inaugural green gilt 
at the end of September. Proceeds from the sale 
will be ring-fenced for ‘vital green government 
projects across the country’. The £10bn issuance, 
representing the largest single sovereign green 
bond on record, attracted over £100bn of bids 
from investors. The bond has a 12-year tenure and 
the ‘greenium’, or the premium over a non-green 
gilt, was estimated to be 1 bp – 2.5 bps at the point 
of issuance.

good morning all!
September, historically a weak month for equity markets – one of only two months 
to deliver an average negative return since 1945 – didn’t fail to disappoint, bringing 
an increase in market volatility and a 5% fall in the benchmark MSCI world. We saw 
challenges from both macro and micro perspectives; the former in persistent higher 
inflation numbers (p.3 and 5), supply chain issues and an ongoing dispute over the 
raising of the US debt ceiling (see below), and the latter characterised by Chinese 
credit difficulties (p.4). Nonetheless, despite the more challenging market backdrop, 
the US managed to exceed its pre-Covid GDP level and reaffirm its status as the 
largest equity market in the world (all on p.2). 

Towards the end of the month, we saw the clearest recognition yet that inflation 
may not be ‘transitory’, as rates moved aggressively higher across all major markets.

Meanwhile, we also observed the increased risk that investors may 
need to take to earn a sensible long-term return (p.3), the challenges 
the global economy will still face decarbonising (p.5) and the 
astounding level of bond fund inflows (p.6). 

As ever, I’d love to hear your thoughts on these or any other topics!
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We presented natural capital as a new asset class 
to our Investment Strategy Committee. We 
received approval to move to the next stage, 
which is to identify the best managers available. 
Impact lending research continues, as does our 
emerging market debt update.

UK core property is being finalised, as is an update 
to our private equity solutions list.

MANAGER RESEARCH UPDATE 

One of the fun things that the US government likes to do every 
few years is indulge in some financial chicanery with regards to 
the raising of the long-term debt ceiling. The chart on the left 
from Bloomberg shows the price action in the US t-bill market 
over the last two games of chicken, in 2011 and 2013, alongside 
the current set-up. It was estimated that the US government 
could make it to around 18th October by employing a partial shut 
down and avoiding non-essential payments. But just as we went 
to press, the Senate passed a short-term measure which should 
kick the can to early December. Beyond that, a technical debt 
default may loom, as the Republicans and Democrats seem to be 
a long way away from any longer-term agreement.

OCTOBER 2021

The Treasury aims to sell at least £15bn green gilts 
this year, with the second issuance taking place 
later this month, this time at a longer tenor (in the 
range of 20-30 years). 

On another note, with calendars rolling into 
October, the Pensions Schemes Act 2021 came 
into force. As part of the new regulations, schemes 
over £5bn must comply with new requirements on 
climate change governance and annual reporting 
in line with the Task Force on Climate-related 
Financial Disclosures (TCFD). 

CRYING WOLF?

mailto:Pete.Drewienkiewicz%40redington.co.uk?subject=Please%20sign%20me%20to%20up%20to%20the%20TFTL%20newsletter
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Solidifying his position as the most quoted graphic provider of 
2021, James Eagle put together the above chart showing the 
location of the globe’s top 100 companies. It shows the 
long-term decline of Europe (in golden yellow) and the broader 
EM complex (purple and orange), which have been inexorably 
squeezed between the axis of China (in red) and the US (in 
blue). Natural colour choices! Will this continue?

A really interesting study from S&P here on the ‘index effect’ 
on stock prices, which seems to show that the 
long-established mechanism by which index addition boosted 
stock prices and removal hit them, has effectively vanished 
from the S&P 500 over the past decade. The study credits 
improved liquidity, more sophisticated rebalancing and better 
analyst coverage for the shift.

Bloomberg reports that the US became the first G7 
economy to return to its pre-pandemic level of 
output, with the above chart highlighting the sharp 
contrast with international peers that suffered 
deeper Covid-19 related contractions. The red line 
shows the OECD total, illustrating that the 38 

members in aggregate have yet to recover to 
pre-Covid levels. Mirroring its laggard stock market, 
it also highlights that the UK has the largest gap to 
make up, despite recording the strongest Q2 GDP 
growth of any G7 member.

GO WEST (INSERT LYRICS) MIND THE (OUTPUT) GAP

OUTTING THE INS & OUTS 

This information has been 
provided solely for 
informational purposes and is 
not an offer, or solicitation of 
an offer, or a recommendation 
to buy or sell any security or 
instrument listed herein

https://www.spglobal.com/spdji/en/documents/research/research-what-happened-to-the-index-effect.pdf
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On the right is an old chart 
from a Wall Street Journal 
article of 2016, backed by 
Callan Associates analytics, 
showing the asset allocation 
that an investor must 
implement to earn a 7.5% 
return. You can see that the 
risk, as measured by 
standard deviation, the 
investor has to accept for 
that return has doubled 
over the past 10 years – and 
has worsened further in the 
past five. Our own analytics 
assign a return expectation 
of a shade over 6% to the 
right-hand portfolio, despite 
it owning 75% in stocks, in 
today’s return-constrained 
environment. This 
represents the strategic 
thinking behind the 
oft-repeated ‘TINA’ or 
‘There Is No Alternative’ to 
stocks. It’s all good so long 
as they keep going up, 
right?

What on earth is going on with the divergence between US CPI and the 
jump in housing costs? In mid-September, the US CPI fell, on a 
year-on-year basis, from 5.4% to 5.3%, giving the White House and the 
Federal Reserve some much-needed ammo for their ‘inflation is transitory’ 
fairy-tale. Digging into this data, we can see that, despite the super-heated 
property market, the year-on-year shelter rate stands at just 2.8%. With 
shelter making up 32.6% of the CPI and nearly 42% of the core CPI – that’s 
a big input. But this is hugely divergent with what appears to be going on 
in house prices as well as rents. Over to Professor Campbell Harvey of 
Duke who notes that “both housing prices and rents have increased much 
more [than the official numbers would indicate]. The Case-Shiller 20-City 
Composite Home Price Index is up 19.1% YoY while Apartmentlist.com 
median rental prices are up about 11% YoY and 13.8% over the 
January-August period.”  The chart above shows the seeming dislocation 
between the housing-related parts of the CPI and other housing 
observables. His thesis, and mine, is that this divergence will narrow over 
the coming 12 months, putting continued upwards pressure on reported 
inflation measures.

IN IT TO WIN IT C.P. WHAT?!
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Property is big in China, both as a share 
of household assets and as a big part 
of economic activity, which the FT 
chart (top left) shows.

Goldman reckons that the Chinese 
housing market may be the largest 
asset class in the world – some $6trn in 
value, including inventory. It’s also 
well-documented that Chinese 
households have a strong investment 
and allocation bias towards real assets 
for economic, regulatory and cultural 
reasons. Households in China are 
limited as to which assets they can 
invest in, and Goldman (chart top right) 
estimates that property now accounts 

for around 62% of household assets, in 
both total and net terms, vs. 23% in the 
US and 36% in Japan, where stocks are 
the dominant household assets.

Property is ubiquitous in China, 
fundamentally and financially: Goldman 
economists also estimate that the 
housing sector contributes to around 
20% of GDP via direct and indirect 
channels. This concentration creates 
two immediate issues for Beijing: how 
to balance out the economy without 
creating a social and financial backlash; 
and whether strong GDP growth is still 
possible without these levels of 
ongoing real estate activity.

BIG IN CHINA

As we note on the left, Goldman 
estimates that property currently 
makes up around 60% of Chinese 
urban housing assets – the only 
countries coming close to that level 
are the UK (at 51%) and Australia (at 
56%), two other countries which might 
be accused of nursing their own 
housing bubbles over the past decade 
or so, although the graphic on the left 
shows that China’s housing market 
has surpassed even those countries in 
price-to-income ratio terms now.



With natural gas prices adding fuel to the fire, inflation has 
continued to exceed forecasts (see BackRock’s chart top 
right). Going forward, BoE estimates that CPI will remain 
above 4% into Q2 2022. 

Still, the question remains: is inflation here to stay or is it 
just transitory? As BlackRock notes, taking these 
so-called transitory prices out of the equation and instead 
looking at the ‘trimmed mean’ (calculated by the National 
Institute of Economic and Social Research (NIESR) by 
removing the top and bottom 5% of the basket) seems to 
suggest that, whilst factors like gas prices are clearly 
accentuating matters, the rest of the basket has still 
experienced an increase in year-on-year prices over Q2 
and Q3 this year. 

Whether this will slow down remains to be seen, and 
continues to be the big focus on investors’ minds – as is 
the central bank’s response. Both the spike in gas prices 
and the increasingly more hawkish tone of the Fed and 
BoE have been quoted by asset managers as possible 
drivers behind the recent uptick in interest rates. 10 and 
20-year gilt yields are up 37bps and 38bps respectively 
over September 2021. 

Meanwhile, gilt breakeven inflation has been on the rise as 
well, with the 20-year rate up 41bps since the end of June 
until 5th October, reaching 3.983% (up 68bps 
year-on-year). While, again, macro factors are at play, it’s 
also important to consider the technical factors and the 
ongoing, long-term problem of relative drop off in DMO 
supply of indexed-linked gilts, especially since the 
announcements around the RPI reform commenced. This supply backdrop was coupled with continued strong demand 
from LDI investors from well-funded DB pension schemes looking to increase their hedging.
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A LITTLE LESS INFLATION, A LITTLE MORE ACTION PLEASE LONG WAY TO GO YET

It’s easy to be swayed by the UK narrative around 
renewable energy and think that a lot’s changed in 
the way that we produce energy. The chart above 
shows the change in the global mix of energy 
production by source from 2009 to 2020 – as you 
can see, the share generated by oil (blue), gas 
(orange) and coal (grey) has actually barely moved 
over the past decade. JPM has a parallel chart 
(below) which shows how aggressive the forward 
evolution of our energy usage path needs to be to 
meet the ambitions of the Paris Agreement.
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There’s been a lot of talk about the unprecedented inflows into equity funds this year, 
which are on track to top $1trn, well ahead of the cumulative inflow of $0.8trn seen 
between 2001 and 2020. Well, bond market inflows (the blue line above) have far 
surpassed this, with a whopping $3.3trn of inflows since 2009. This has been heavily 
driven by ageing population dynamics and increased inequality, with richer and older 
populations displaying a lower risk appetite and a higher propensity to save.

YOU AIN’T SEEN NOTHING, STOCKS GLOBAL WEALTH, VISUALISED

MORE OF OUR THOUGHTS...
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